Proteomics holds the promise of evaluating global changes in protein expression and post-translational modification in response to environmental stimuli. However, difficulties in achieving cellular anatomic resolution and extracting specific types of proteins from cells have limited the efficacy of these techniques. Laser capture microdissection has provided a solution to the problem of anatomical resolution in tissues. New extraction methodologies have expanded the range of proteins identified in subsequent analyses. This review will examine the application of laser capture microdissection to proteomic tissue sampling, and subsequent extraction of these samples for differential expression analysis. Statistical and other quantitative issues important for the analysis of the highly complex datasets generated are also reviewed.
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The advances of the genomic revolution have also fueled a burgeoning interest in proteomics, which holds the promise of evaluating global changes in protein expression and function in response to normal or pathological stimuli. However, the far greater complexities of proteomic analyses have hindered the utilization of these techniques. First, while all cells express the same genome, the expressed proteome varies in different cells. Thus, precise anatomical definition and delineation of samples is critical to achieve meaningful results. In addition, proteins are not self-replicating templates like DNA, so it is impossible to amplify a protein in vitro using a technique analogous to PCR. Even if one were to amplify mRNA transcripts for each protein, there would be no way of predicting which gene products were expressed under different sets of conditions, and the functionality encoded by post-translational modifications would be completely missed. Therefore, developing methods that extract, separate, detect and identify a wide range of proteins from small amounts of sample have been of paramount importance.
Many investigators have proposed methods for isolating cells from small, anatomically defined regions. Initially, manual microdissection was attempted. This proved technically difficult and imprecise, except in the best of hands. The micropunch dissection technique pioneered by Palkovits represented a major advance [1] . Small areas were punched out of brain tissue samples using a hollow needle. With care in gross dissection and careful attention to anatomical landmarks, precision and reproducibility were improved. However, anatomical relationships were distorted, and resolution was roughly at the level of brain nuclei, not small cell groups. A method for microscope-aided microdissection in the CNS was described by Cuello and colleagues [2] . This method relies on the differential light transmittance of myelinated and unmyelinated tissues in fresh brain slices. Myelination decreases light transmittance, thus myelinated tissues appear dark when transilluminated. Unmyelinated tissues appear lighter. This method can provide a surprising degree of anatomical detail and precision; however, it may not be widely applicable to other tissue types where subregions are not effectively defined by differences in light transmission.
While the techniques developed above can be useful, one limitation they all share is the inability to capture phenotypically defined subsets of cells. Since cells of differing chemical and receptor composition are likely to express different proteomes, as well as respond differently to physiological perturbations, isolating specific subtypes of cells in a region can be of critical importance. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting is a very powerful way of separating specifically tagged cells [3] , but with a total loss of anatomical resolution. This issue is also shared by immunomagnetic separation [4] and micropipette extraction of cellular contents [5] .
During the last several years, laser capture microdissection (LCM) has evolved into a practical solution to this conundrum. LCM, invented at the NIH (USA) [6] , permits the collection of phenotypically defined cells in a precise anatomic context. Subsequent investigations have established the compatibility of this method with downstream protein extraction and arraying technologies. It is now possible to ask highly focused questions using state-of-the-art proteomics technologies.
While it is possible to ask highly specific questions, is it also possible to generate specific, meaningful results? This is dependent on extracting as many proteins as possible from a sample. This step is probably the most critical determinant of experimental success, yet has been given the least amount of attention by current proteomics investigators. The wide range of solubilities and chemical properties of proteins in cells make it difficult to extract all types of proteins with equal efficiency. An additional complicating factor is that investigators wish to study smaller and smaller samples. As sample size decreases, protein diversity will decrease as more proteins fall below the limits of currently available protein identification technologies. Obligate losses of extraction and separation techniques become more of an issue, and there is increased measurement variability when operating so close to detection limits. Despite these caveats, recent studies have shown that it is possible to obtain useful information from samples as small as single cells [7] [8] [9] .
The main focus of this review is to describe recent developments and issues in the use and effectiveness of LCM coupled with 2D gel electrophoresis (2DE), the longest established protein arraying and quantification technology utilized for proteomic analyses. Many investigators have utilized this combination of techniques, and their technical findings will be summarized. Issues that will be addressed include whether LCM affects cellular protein expression patterns and whether methods of identifying specific cellular subtypes interfere with subsequent proteomic analyses. Methods to extract the widest possible range of proteins for arraying and quantification will also be discussed. We will also touch upon important experimental design and statistical issues that are of critical importance to fully interpret the complex experimental results generated, as well as to avoid the unintentional introduction of bias into these studies. It is our hope that this will provide the reader with an understanding of basic principles and issues so these techniques could be applied to their own experimental questions.
Laser capture microdissection
As initially described, LCM is a small infrared (IR) laser aimed at thin, rapidly post-fixed tissue sections [6, 10] . A small polymer film attached to a cap overlaying the sample was melted by the heat, and the film adhered to the cells of interest. This process is shown in FIGURE 1. This development was commercialized, and this type of instrument is now sold by Molecular Devices [201] . PALM Microlaser Technologies GmbH developed a competing technology, which used an UV laser to cut specific tissue areas, then defocused the laser and used the energy generated to catapult the tissue upwards to a collector [202] . Leica modified this concept to use a UV laser to cut tissue attached to the bottom of a slide, which would then drop into a collecting cup [203] . Molecular Machines and Industries uses tissue attached to the bottom of slides, but sandwiched above a plastic membrane [204] , which is claimed to minimize the possibility of sample contamination. A typical LCM device is pictured in FIGURE 2. These devices are reviewed in more detail in [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Diverse applications of LCM are reviewed in [16] . Each of the systems can be outfitted with varying degrees of automation, ranging from automatic slide loaders to automatic detection of areas to be dissected by threshold detection of staining intensity. Molecular Devices is Samples are generally fresh-frozen and sectioned using a cryostat of 5-8-µm thickness. This figure shows a dissection of a brain region known as the striatum. A cap that fits on an Eppendorf tube is placed over the sample. A thin film that is melted by the heat of the laser is premounted on the cap. The laser is then pulsed over areas of interest, causing the film to melt and cells of interest to adhere to the film. The cap is then lifted from the section and captured cells are subjected to further processing. also offering an instrument that combines IR laser cell capture with UV-laser tissue cutting. Further details can be obtained on the aforementioned manufacturers' websites.
However, before undertaking LCM-based proteomics experiments, there are three important questions to be addressed:
• First, does the fixation required for microdissection interfere with subsequent proteomic analyses?
• Second, does LCM itself interfere with analyses?
• Lastly, does the tissue staining commonly used for cellular identification and selection affect protein recovery?
Fixatives belong to two general classes; precipitating and crosslinking. Cross-linking fixatives generally have little effect on genomic DNA recovery, but have profound effects on RNA [17] and protein [15] . Therefore, precipitating fixatives, such as ethanol and methacarn, have been preferred for protein work [18, 19] . LCM as initially described used rapidly frozen tissue sliced in a cryostat to 5-10-µm thickness, then post fixed in 70% ethanol for 30 s. This is how we have processed all of our tissue for LCM. Several groups, including our own, have demonstrated that brief ethanol post fixation and LCM using the IR-laser method does not adversely affect proteomic profiling by 2DE [20] [21] [22] . It has also been shown that paraffin embedding affects proteomic profiling only slightly if tissue is processed properly [18, 23] . While the amount of protein lost with paraffin embedding was not detailed, it was still possible to detect differential protein expression in a study by Ahram et al. even though the quality of 2DE was reduced [18] . Several reports have attempted to process crosslinked (formalin-fixed) tissues for proteomic studies. The potential advantages of being able to use this approach are enormous, as most pathological tissue specimens are formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded sections. Recent studies have demonstrated some success in processing such tissues for liquid chromatography (LC) mass spectrometry (MS)-based approaches, western blotting and 1DE [23] [24] [25] [26] . One study demonstrated that 63% of the peptides identified from a fresh-frozen mouse liver sample could be identified using LC tandem MS (MS/MS) after formalin fixation [23] . Detection of differential expression was not assessed. Scientists have not yet demonstrated success with 2DE after protein extraction from cross-linked tissues [18] . Another series of intriguing studies have reported the use of the tissue type of LCM on live cells growing in a specially modified culture dish [27] [28] [29] [30] , although this method does not appear to have developed a wide following. This technique could have tremendous utility for both cell culture and slice preparations.
Tissue staining can be used to guide the selection of specific cells or groups of cells during the LCM process. LCM does not permit cover slips on sections, thus some tissues appear extremely dark and ill-defined under the LCM microscope. As a result, higher stain concentrations may be needed to permit visualization over background, and these conditions may not be compatible with 2DE analysis [31] .
One approach to this problem has been to avoid the staining issue entirely and guide microdissection by staining an adjacent section [22] . This navigated approach requires the ability to register the stained image with the unstained sample, but does not lead to substantial protein losses or interfere with subsequent analyses [22, 32] .
In some cases, staining of the tissue section with dyes, such as hematoxylin and eosin, has been used to guide the dissection process. We have shown that conventional histological staining methods (cresyl violet, hematoxylin/eosin and toluidine blue) and some nonconventional methods (chlorazol black E, Sudan black B), are incompatible with 2DE-based proteomic analysis of laser-captured brain samples [31] . Similar findings have been observed in other tissues [20, 21, 33, 34] . Hematoxylin alone does not appear to greatly affect proteomic analyses [18, 21] . The detrimental effect of histological staining appears to be proportional to the stain concentration and/or incubation time [21, 31] . Therefore, depending on the tissue being studied, it may be difficult to adapt histological staining protocols to LCM and 2DE analysis.
Several groups have investigated the use of immunostaining for sample identification. Initially, fluorescent and enzymatic detection-based immunostaining protocols compatible with LCM were used for mRNA extraction [35, 36] . While mRNA recovery appeared to be unaffected by immunostaining, protein expression was not investigated. These protocols also used extremely short incubation times and extremely high antibody titers. Immunogold staining was also evaluated for proteomic analysis of LCM samples [21] . However, this method shares the aforementioned drawbacks, needing high antibody titers and short incubation times. This method yielded only 40% protein recovery by weight when compared with unstained, manually dissected samples. We have observed that immunostaining methods based on avidin-biotin complexes and enzymatic detection also give poor protein recovery on 2DE [MOULÉDOUS L Figure 2 . An example of a laser capture microscope. The Arcturus XT™ is pictured. This instrument is based on the Nikon TE2000-U inverted microscope and has both UV and IR lasers to enable both cutting and adherent laser capture microdissection. From [205] .
Expert Rev. Proteomics 4(5), (2007) AND GUTSTEIN H, UNPUBLISHED OBSERVATIONS]. Therefore, we developed an approach for immunostaining samples using fluorescent secondary antibodies. We achieved 87% protein recovery, as well as using normal antibody titers and incubation times [37] . Visualizing fluorescent dye on a dark background is straightforward and facilitates faster and more effective dissection. The stability of the fluorophores used needs to be taken into consideration when planning dissections to avoid difficulties with photobleaching.
Protein extraction & separation
The most sophisticated sample harvesting techniques will have no impact if proteins cannot be extracted from the tissues and the resulting complex protein mixture separated for subsequent quantifications and identifications. As described earlier, tremendous effort has been expended to ensure that sample collection methods involving LCM would not interfere with subsequent proteomic analyses. A small but dedicated cadre of investigators has devoted equally robust efforts toward improving protein extractions and separations. Extractions involve both physical and chemical disruption of cells. Most investigators combine mechanical disruption and chemical treatments, as physical cell disruption may improve extraction efficiencies over simple chemical extraction. Extractions have also been categorized in order of increasing severity, from 'gentle', which are osmotic, chemical or enzymatic treatments, to 'vigorous', which are strong physical disruption methods [38] .
A wide variety of methods have been employed to physically disrupt cells for protein analysis. Homogenization, ultrasonication, freeze-thawing, pressure cycling and bead mills, have all been employed for protein extraction [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . One method that is effective for a wide range of biological samples is cellular homogenization. There are two basic instrument designs -the blender, which uses freely rotating blades, and the rotor/stator, which uses curved blades on a rotor inside a perforated cylindrical shaft that does not move. Samples are disrupted by mechanical turbulence, as well as shearing between rotor and shaft. It is critical that the rotor be properly sized for the specific sample, and that the rotor is capable of a maximum velocity of 10-20 m/s [42] . Homogenization may not work well for disruption of yeast as well as some microbes.
Ultrasonication is another widely applicable technique. In this method, sonic pressure waves are created that cause bubble formation (cavitation) and subsequent collapse, leading to cell lysis. The critical variable is power density at the tip. More power is needed to disrupt high-viscosity samples. The addition of small beads can also aid in disruption. Heat generation is a critical concern with ultrasonication, as well as homogenization. Sonicating in short bursts and precise sample temperature control is crucial. Lower temperature as the use of promotes shock-front propagation, aiding cell disruption.
Bead mills are also useful for disrupting a large variety of samples. Bead size and composition should be matched to the type of sample being processed [43, 46] . The French press, where samples are forced through small orifices at high pressures, can also be effective. Temperature control is a concern with this method, as a great deal of heat is generated. Pressure cycling, basically repeated French press cycles in a constant temperature environment, has recently been marketed commercially and warrants further investigation [47] . The old-fashioned cell bomb involves saturating the sample with nitrogen at extremely high pressure, forcing more nitrogen gas into the cell. Pressure is suddenly released and nitrogen bubbles are formed, basically giving the sample the 'bends' and leading to effective cell disruption. This is the only method that actually cools the sample during disruption due to adiabatic gas expansion. There is no one method of physical disruption that is clearly superior for proteomic studies. The method chosen will depend on the sample being studied and the availability of specific equipment. Direct comparison studies using specific types of samples are needed before more specific recommendations can be made.
Chemical extraction and protein solubilization, the other key element of the protein extraction process, have also improved markedly in the past several years. There are three major goals of this process: first, to minimize interactions between proteins, as well as proteins and other substances (e.g., nucleic acids, lipids); second, to remove contaminants and interfering substances; finally to prevent protein precipitation during the separation process [48] . The approaches used depend on:
• Whether native conformation or denaturation is required
• What types of contaminants need to be removed
• The subsequent protein separation methods to be employed Denaturation improves extraction efficiency by disrupting covalent disulfide bonds and noncovalent interactions, reducing protein-protein interactions. This process destroys secondary and tertiary protein structure and so is not useful for studying protein complexes. The range of extraction solvents used is limited only by the constraints of the subsequent protein separation technology. In general, newer extraction methods involve the use of higher concentrations of chaotropic agents (urea, thiourea) and strong zwitterionic detergents. There are already several excellent reviews available on this subject [48] [49] [50] [51] . Various chemical maneuvers can also be performed to lyse cells and aid extractions, such as osmotic shock, membrane solvents and enzymatic lysis [42, 52] . Care must be taken to ensure that the enzymes or solvents used do not modify or destroy proteins of interest. In addition, we have observed that modern extraction buffers using strong zwitterionic detergents and chaotropes can inactivate enzymes routinely used in previous protocols.
Once proteins are extracted, the resultant complex mixture needs to be separated for subsequent analysis of abundance and differential expression. Electrophoresis is one of the oldest separation modes [53] , and generally employs a gel matrix to assist with the separation [54] . Separating proteins by their isolectric points and then by molecular weight (2DE), as pioneered by O'Farrell and Klose in the 1970s [55, 56] , provides the greatest resolution of the electrophoretic methods, capable of resolving hundreds to thousands of individual proteins [57, 58] . Traditionally, 2D analysis has been thought of as a cumbersome, slow and somewhat variable procedure. However, the introduction of immobilized pH gradient (IPG) technology facilitated reproducibility and sample loading, greatly improving the robustness of this technique [59, 60] . Automation of 2D analysis with robotic instruments has also been reported to improve throughput [61] [62] [63] . The amount of starting material needed for 2DE-based proteomic analyses depends on many factors: the starting tissue, fractionation strategy, size of gel being run, staining method and the robustness of the analytical methods being used. Investigators have loaded anywhere from 10 µg greater than 1 mg of total protein per gel. Using 11-cm IPG strips, we have found that 50 µg of total protein load strikes an ideal balance between protein diversity and time needed to obtain the sample. Up to 50 µg of total protein can easily be microdissected in 2-3 h.
However, theoretical calculations of protein diversity in complex genomes (based on approximately 10-15,000 genes expressed in individual cells [64] , plus an unknown number of post-translational modifications) is far above the observed resolution of 2DE [65] . Limitations in protein-loading capacity and detection sensitivity using standard 2D gels may also limit the detection of low-abundance proteins. Therefore, many investigators employ a variety of methods to reduce sample complexity to help enable more comprehensive detection of a focused subset of the proteome. A commonly suggested first step is fractionation of cells to focus on a specific organelle or region (e.g., mitochondria, synaptosome) of interest [66] . These methods require large amounts of starting material due to losses incurred during fractionation, but are useful when enough tissue is initially available. Another approach to decreasing sample complexity is sequential protein extraction [50, 67, 68] . For instance, a mild extraction buffer can be used to create an initial fraction, then stronger detergents and chaotropes can be used to extract less soluble proteins.
Another fractionation strategy commonly combined with 2DE is to reduce the pI range being analyzed by using narrowrange IPG strips [69, 70] . This method provides greater resolution of a much smaller subset of the proteome. One potential problem with this approach is the potential for massive protein precipitation due to the presence of proteins outside the pI range of the IPG strip in the sample. This issue has been addressed by Righetti and colleagues with their development of the multicompartment electrolyzer for isoelectric fractionation of complex mixtures [71] . In this method, samples are placed in liquid compartments separated by membranes permeable only to proteins of a specific pI range. Electrophoresis is performed, and proteins migrate in the liquid phase to the appropriate compartment. Samples from each compartment can then be loaded onto IPG strips of the same pI range for 2DE. Reducing the risk of protein precipitation in this manner permits the loading of much higher amounts of total protein and the use of much narrower pI gradients, potentially increasing both resolution and detection of rare proteins.
Statistical considerations
The end point of most proteomic studies is the determination of the differences in protein expression between experimental conditions. Generally, proteomics techniques measure differences in relative abundance between samples, such as the percent change between the mean relative abundance of a particular spot in two treatment groups. Differences can be quantified either before or after protein identification. The advantage of quantifying before identification (e.g., differences in the intensity of cognate protein spots on 2D gels) is that subsequent protein identification efforts can be focused only on proteins that are differentially expressed. Since proteomic studies are difficult and time consuming, meticulous planning of the experimental design is needed to ensure that systematic bias does not creep into the results. There are analyses illustrating the dangers of systematic bias in proteomics studies [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] . Bias can be avoided by employing standard principles of experimental design, such as blocking and randomization [77] .
Quantification in 2DE experiments usually involves fluorescent and visible stains, as well as radiolabeling. The relationship between spot intensity and protein amount is linear for many of these stains over several orders of magnitude [78, 79] . Silver stains do not have as linear a relationship [80] . Differential in-gel electrophoresis (DIGE) is a method that has been proposed to reduce measurement variability by running both samples from two different treatment groups and a pooled sample, combining the two treatments on the same gel [81] . There are issues with protein labeling, stain sensitivity and alterations in protein migration that need to be considered in these types of studies. In addition, DIGE limits comparisons to two treatment groups.
Regardless of the protein-labeling method, a problematic analytical challenge is detecting protein spots while ignoring artifacts, then matching corresponding spots across multiple gels. If an experiment contains N gels and p protein spots per gel, the analytical goal of this step is to create an N × p matrix containing the quantification values for each protein spot on each gel. This matrix can then be analyzed to determine which proteins vary significantly between treatments. Many software packages have been designed in an attempt to automate and objectify spot detection and quantification. Unfortunately, these methods are very labor intensive and error prone, especially in studies using large numbers of gels [CLARK BN, GUTSTEIN HB, THE MYTH OF AUTOMATED, HIGH-THROUGHPUT 2-DIMENSIONAL GEL ANALYSIS. PRO-TEOMICS, UNDER REVISION]. Errors in spot detection, matching and boundary determination, are just a sampling of the types of errors that increase the variability of the results, thus reducing the probability of finding statistically significant differences. These problems tend to accumulate with larger studies, which can encourage some investigators to perform smaller studies that are then underpowered for finding realistic-sized differences.
In an attempt to automate and simplify 2DE analysis and reduce measurement error and the introduction of variability, we created a novel approach to preprocessing 2DE data Unlike current analytical packages, our method quantifies spots by their peak intensity values rather than trying to establish and compute spot volumes. The idea is to prevent the introduction of bias and variance that can result from errors in more complex analytical methods. In addition, we align all the gel images and for each pixel value sum across all gels to create an average gel. The advantage of this is that true protein spots will be reinforced, while artifacts will be diminished and noise will be weakened by a factor of . Simulation studies have demonstrated that our method leads to more reliable and precise quantifications [MORRIS JS, CLARK BN, GUTSTEIN HB. UNDER REVISION]. Thus, we can potentially detect and quantify faint spots more reliably, thereby increasing the realized dynamic range of 2DE. A typical average gel is shown in FIGURE 3. Similar methods have also been developed to detect and quantify peak values for MALDI-MS data [82, 83] .
Once gel images have been preprocessed and an N × p matrix of relative quantifications generated, the next critical step is to identify which proteins are significantly changed by treatment or disease condition. These significantly regulated proteins may be useful as potential biomarkers. Statistical tests must be used to define significant changes, not simply ad hoc criteria, such as a certain fold change. Appropriately used statistical tests account for measurement variability, while fold-change does not. The test that is appropriate is dependent upon the number of experimental groups and the study design. For instance, if there are two experimental groups, a t-test (or nonparametric rank-sum test if normality cannot be assumed) can be done for each protein spot, then all spots with sufficiently small p-values noted as significant.
The critical question is; what is the appropriate p-value cutoff to choose to define statistical significance? Proteomics experiments analyze hundreds to thousands of proteins simultaneously. A number of these spot comparisons will have small p-values even if the differences are not truly significant. For example, for every 1000 protein spots, we would expect approximately 50 p-values less than 0.05 by random chance alone. This conundrum is known as the 'multiplicity' or 'multiple' testing problem. The classical approach to dealing with this issue is the Bonferroni correction, which uses a cut-off of 0.05/p to define statistical significance, where p is the number of protein spots. Bonferroni controls the rate of false positives very well, but results in a large number of false negatives, so may be too conservative for most proteomic studies. A relatively new concept that has been proposed as a more reasonable way to define significance is to control the false-discovery rate (FDR) [84] . Setting the FDR to 0.05 means that we expect 5% or fewer of the spots declared significantly different to be false positives.
A number of procedures have been developed to define FDR [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] , although a clear method of choice has yet to emerge. Typically, controlling the FDR at 0.05 leads to p-value cut-offs that are less than 0.05, but much larger than the Bonferroni value of 0.05/p. Since we still expect that one out of every 20 proteins declared significant are false positives, it is important to subsequently validate results with less complex methods, such as western blotting. Some false positives must be accepted so that we have enough power to identify relevant changes. Prior to undertaking proteomic studies, power calculations should be performed to determine appropriate sample sizes and replicate samples needed for a particular study. Recently, various methods have been developed to perform these calculations when FDR is used to account for multiple comparisons [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] . The calculations depend on technical reproducibility and between-subject variability, as well as the desired effect sizes. Preliminary studies should be performed to estimate these parameters prior to undertaking definitive studies. The use of smaller and smaller samples will also affect the statistical properties of proteomic studies. Technical variability is likely to increase, which can reduce statistical power. This can N Figure 3 . Representative average gel. This average gel was created by taking the pixel-wise average over a series of 28 gels previously reported by Nishihara and Champion [114] , with feature alignment performed in our laboratory using the TT900 program (Nonlinear Dynamics Ltd, Newcastle, UK). 'Hotter' colors indicate regions of higher intensity, while 'cooler' colors indicate lower intensities. The units of the x and y axes are pixel distance from the origin (upper left corner of the image). White x's mark the 1380 spots detected using the Pinnacle method. These represent local maxima in both the x-and y-directions, with intensities greater than the 75th percentile intensity on the average gel. be mitigated by performing larger studies, either using more experimental subjects or more replicates per subject. Studies determining the effects of altering sample size and number of replicates per sample on experimental power have been performed [101] . Another important design consideration is whether or not to pool samples. Pooling samples increases the protein load on each gel, which may reduce technical variability, but also results in a loss of information about each sample, since it is not possible to correlate protein expression with individual variability. While sometimes necessary in order to obtain enough total protein to produce reliable results, pooling should be avoided whenever possible, since it results in a loss of statistical power. When pooling samples, the key sample size factor is the number of pools, not the number of subjects [102] . For example, if for a given experimental condition we run a total of r g gels on n p pools, with each pool containing protein from r s subjects, given the biological variability σ ). This standard error is minimized as we maximize the number of pools run. A disastrous design would be to combine all cases into one pool and then all controls into another pool, then run replicate gels from each pool. If this is done, there is no valid way to perform statistical tests to detect group differences. The variability across replicate gels would only capture technical variability and there would be no way to estimate biological variability. Thus, if pooling is necessary, the maximum number of pools should be run to maximize statistical power. Statistical consequences of pooling have been discussed in the context of microarrays [102] , and many of these principles apply to proteomic studies.
Expert commentary & five-year view
The developmental pace of proteomic technologies promises to increase even more rapidly over the next 5 years. Further developments and refinements to the various LCM technologies should further facilitate effective sampling of specific cellular phenotypes from tissue in a rapid, automated fashion. One such promising development is expression microdissection [103] . In this method, cells of interest on a section are identified using immunohistochemistry. Ethylene polyvinyl acetate film is then placed on top of the section. The laser energy passes through this film and is preferentially absorbed by the immunostained areas. This melts the film over the regions of interest, permitting selective, high-throughput microdissection [103] .
Modifications and improvements to other emerging technologies mentioned previously should also provide new alternatives for precise cellular sampling in an anatomic context. Gentle-flow cell sorting is a modification of flow cytometry that permits the sorting of small objects (microorganisms and tissue slices) containing features of interest [13] . New advances in optical tweezer methods should enable the application of this technology to cellular and subcellular sampling in a precise anatomical context [104] . Combination of dielectrophoresis with novel optical technologies also holds promise [105, 106] , but will require that cells of interest have different electrophoretic properties than all other cells in the sample.
Improvements will also occur in existing extraction and separation techniques [44] . More efficient detergent and chaotrope combinations will undoubtedly be described, and new equipment to reduce variability and increase sample throughput developed. Stains of increasing sensitivity should permit deeper analysis of the proteome [34, 79] . A resurgence of interest in the greater detection sensitivity afforded by radiolabeling of protein samples [107] (initially described in O'Farrell's initial report on 2DE [56] ) should also prove useful. However, in addition to these incremental improvements, breakthrough developments in nanotechnology could revolutionize protein extraction and arraying [108, 109] . Miniaturization of the extraction process using microfluidic devices holds the promise of more focused, yet deeper proteome coverage from small samples [110] . Recent work has been able to detect specific rare proteins from single cells [111] . Also, the confluence of novel nano-imaging techniques and microfluidic approaches may impact the field in exciting and unanticipated ways [112] .
Parallel advances in analytical and statistical methods will also be needed to keep up with technological capabilities. The analysis of all high-dimensional data sets, whether protein or nucleic acid based, are works in progress. Simplification, standardization and streamlining of analytical processes are needed,
Key issues
• Laser capture microdissection (LCM) permits the sampling of small groups of cells in a precise anatomical context.
• Tissue processing and fixation conditions are critical for the success of subsequent proteomic analyses.
• Methods used to identify specific cellular subtypes for LCM must be compatible with downstream extraction and arraying methods.
• No single extraction method is superior; rather, extractions need to be tailored to the type and amount of tissue, as well as subsequent separation techniques.
• 2D gel electrophoresis is a robust and viable method for protein separation.
• Studies must be carefully designed and controlled to avoid the introduction of bias.
• p-value comparisons are not enough. Multiple comparison corrections must be used.
• Future developments should dramatically improve both the depth and accuracy of proteomic analyses. Electrophoresis 20(4-5), 689-700 (1999).
• Initial description of the application of LCM to proteomic studies. 21 Craven RA, Totty N, Harnden P, Selby PJ, Banks RE. 
